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The assumption 
is that the entirety 
of an attorney’s 
attention is 
dedicated to 
intense legal work
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100%
High-value legal work



Reality is that everyone is vying 
for an attorney’s attention
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Competing 
priorities erode an 
attorney’s 
capacity, 
devastating 
productivity 
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40%
High-value legal work

5%
Where 

should we 
go to 

dinner? 

25%
Calls, texts, emails, drop 

ins, administrative 
burden

15%
Soccer games, recitals, 
vacations, family events

15%
Administrative, 
marketing, etc



Deep contextual work is the 
core of an attorney’s output
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It takes 5 – 15 minutes for an 
attorney to get into a state of 
flow where deep contextual 

work is done
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Every 
interruption 
restarts the 
clock

The result is long 
hours, turnover, 
burnout, missed 
deadlines and bad 
case results



A splintered tech stack forces 
unnecessary attention shifting 
and undermines productivity  
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The solutions? 
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Incorporate AI into 
a unified system 

of record to 
dramatically 

reduce context 
and attention 

switching
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Change the 
culture at work, 
home and your 

social life

or



Where does AI fit in?
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Attorney 2
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Attorney 1



Allowing all data to be surfaced 
in one place fosters focus and 

productivity 
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And enables artificial 
intelligence to propel your 
productivity even further
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